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We have previously predicted and studied a step (abrupt) shift of the center of mass of the Earth in 1997 - 1998 years relatively
to the mantle (Zotov, Barkin, Lubushin, 2009). In accordance with the basic provisions of the geodynamic model of excitation
of planets and satellites shells (Barkin, 2002) we expected and we expect similar displacements of the centers of mass for other
bodies in the solar system (for Mercury, Moon, Sun, Titan, Mars, etc.). Moreover, according to our hypothesis these abrupt
geodynamic phenomena for solar system bodies are synchronous (Barkin, 2000) and, in particular, it should appear in 1997-
1998. On the Earth, the similar jumps in 1997-1998 were observed in almost all planetary processes (Barkin, 2009). In the case
of the Moon similar jump of center of mass obtains a confirmation in the data of laser observations and accounts for a specified
period of time 1997-1998.

The jump (step) in the center of mass of the Moon in 1997 on data of laser ranging of reflectors on the lunar surface. On the
basis of current laser measurements of distances to reflectors mounted on the Moon the preliminary estimates of the parameters
of drift, oscillations and jump of the center of mass of the Moon were obtained. Their dynamic interpretation on the base of a
geodynamic model of forced relative oscillations of the shells of planets and satellites has been done (Barkin, 2002). In the paper
of G.A. Krasinskii (2003) from the analysis of lunar laser range measurements (or rather their residual differences compared
with the theoretical celestial-mechanical design values of ranges) an abrupt (step) changes (in 1997 - 1998) in the coordinates
of reflectors on the very substantial distances of about 15 -25 cm in selenographic coordinate system of the epoch have been
discovered. Since jumps of coordinates for all four observed reflectors were quite close, it is natural to assume that the jump
occurred in the position of the center of mass of the Moon by about 25-35 cm relatively to the lunar crust (in direction toward
the Earth). Extremely important here is the fact that the jumps occurred in 1997-1998, as it was predicted by the theory of
the unified geodynamic synchronous rhythms in variations of the activity of natural processes on the bodies of the solar system
(Barkin, 2000). For the mean values of displacements of reflectors the following values were obtained (in meters): -0.15 +/- 0.04
m (offset along x coordnate - from the Earth), 0.23 +/- 0.07 m (offset on y - east), - 0.23 +/- 0.07 m (offset along z - to the north).
Thus in 1997, the center of mass of the Moon abruptly shifted to a geographical point on the lunar surface with coordinates 40.0o
N, 32.1o W approximately on distance in 0.36 +/- 0.11 m. According to the Krasinskii work (2003) we have identified trends
in the changes of distances to reflectors and their abrupt changes before 1997 and after 1998, with rates of about 0.036 ns / year
(before the jump) and at a rate of 0.128 ns / year (after the jump ). If we consider only the drift relatively to the axis x, then
estimates the drift velocities decrease: 0.98 cm / year - until 1997 and 1.47 cm / year - since 1998. It is expected to perform a
spectral analysis of the residual differences of distances in order to identify their cyclic variations (with lunar months periods and
with multiple periods).
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Unexplained secular effects in the orbital motion of the Moon are consequences of the observed phenomenon of remove of the
center of mass of the Moon relatively to its mantle and crust toward the back-side. An explanation of anomalous part of secular
variation in the longitude of the Moon and in the eccentricity of the lunar orbit has been obtained.

Unexplained secular variation of the eccentricity of the lunar orbit. In the works of James Williams and his colleagues showed
that the observed rate of secular change of the eccentricity of the orbit of the Moon in 2.3x10 (-11) 1/year can not be explained
within the framework of the classical model of the tides. Earth tides give only a fraction of the value specified in 1.3x10 (-11)
1/year and lunar tides result even effect with the opposite sign and give part of the acceleration in -0.6x10 (-11) 1/year. Remains
unexplained an anomalous part of the secular change in the eccentricity (1.6 +/- 0.4) x10 (-11) 1/year. This value corresponds
to abnormal changes in the distances to the perigee and apogee at 6 mm / year. ”Abnormal speed distances to the perigee and
apogee of the lunar orbit is up to 6 mm / year and its cause is unknown” (Williams J.,2006).

Tidal acceleration and evolution of the Moon’s orbit. Laser ranging method proved to be very sensitive to the tidal acceleration
of the Moon. Tides on the Earth dominate in the transfer of angular momentum, and energy in the orbital motion, in particular
in the removal of the Moon from the Earth. Tidal effects on the Moon are separable from the effects of Earth tides in laser range
measurements to the Moon (Chapront et al., 2002; Williams et al., 2009). Full tidal acceleration in the mean orbital longitude
(due to the tides of the Earth and the Moon) is estimated at -25.85” 1/cy2, corresponding to the removal of the Moon from the
Earth at a speed of 3.81 cm / year (Williams et al., 2009). The rate of secular variation of the eccentricity of the lunar orbit e
= (9 +/- 3) x10 (-12) 1/year also detected on the basis of long laser observations over a period of 38.7 years (March 16, 1970 -
November 22, 2008) (Williams, Boggs, 2009). The basis of dynamical studies makes a precision lunar ephemeris DE421, taking
into account all of Newtonian and Einsteinian effects. The authors believe that the study of the evolution of the lunar orbit is an
important and surprisingly difficult task. Lunar laser ranging provides the numerical values for the two sources of dissipation on
the Earth and the Moon.

Possible secular drift of the center of mass of the Moon relative to its crust and mantle toward the back side and an explanation
of the anomalies of the orbital motion. In this report we give some first estimations of the possible rate of the secular drift of
the Moon center of mass with respect to its crust and mantle in the 10 - 15 mm / year toward the back-side of the satellite.
This secular drift of the center of mass of the Moon should be considered by the studying of the orbital motion of the Moon on
laser-based observations. Namely, to add to the value obtained by laser observations. The result will be an estimate of the secular
increasing of semi-major axis is the center of mass of the Moon. It should be expected that this will obtain the interpretation and
explanation of the unexplained part of the secular acceleration of the Moon orbit and the anomalous part of the secular variation
of the eccentricity of the lunar orbit, identified according to the perennial laser observations of the Moon. An anomalous part of
the orbital acceleration (unexplained) of the Moon is 0.7” / cy2, and the anomalous part of the secular variation of the eccentricity
is characterized by rate in 1.23x10 (-11) 1/year (Williams et al., 2011). Found offset - drift of the center of mass of the Moon (12
- 15 mm / year) is explained by the mechanism of excitation and the relative displacements of the shells of the Moon (solid core,
liquid core, mantle) (Barkin, 2002).

キーワード: anomalous secular variation of the eccentricity of the lunar, tidal and non-tidal acceleration of the Moon, the center
of mass of the Moon drift
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アポロ月震計データと最新の測月データから推定される月深部構造
Deep interior structure of the Moon inferred from Apollo seismic data and the latest se-
lenodetic data
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Internal structure and composition of the Moon provide important clue and constraints on theories for how the Moon formed
and evolved. The Apollo seismic network has contributed to the internal structure modeling. Efforts have been made to detect
the lunar core from the noisy Apollo data (e.g., [1], [2]), but there is scant information about the structure below the deepest
moonquakes at about 1000 km depth. On the other hand, there have been geodetic studies to infer the deep structure of the
Moon. For example, LLR (Lunar Laser Ranging) data analyses detected a displacement of the lunar pole of rotation, indicating
that dissipation is acting on the rotation arising from a fluid core [3]. Bayesian inversion using geodetic data weakly suggests
a fluid core and partial melt in the lower mantle region [4]. Further improvements in determining the second-degree gravity
coefficients and the Love numbers will help us to better constrain the lunar internal structure.

Recent analyses of GRAIL data have achieved the improved k2 accuracy; JPL solution is 0.02405±0.00018 [5], and GSFC
solution is 0.02427±0.00026 [6]. The two solutions are consistent with each other within their error bounds, and the accuracy
of k2 is now about 1 %. By introducing the improved gravity coefficients and k2 from GRAIL mission, the updated LLR data
analysis has also resulted in a better h2 determination. Such accurately-determined Love numbers will contribute to constrain the
structure of the lunar deep interior, such as the radius of the possible liquid core. It is difficult, however, to tightly constrain the
internal structure from the geodetic data only because there are trade-offs among the structures of crust, mantle, and core. The
combination of the Apollo seismic data and the geodetic data therefore afford the key to better determination of the lunar interior
structure. We included geodetic data of the mass, the mean moment of inertia, the Love numbers h2 and k2, and 262 P and S
travel time data in the analysis.

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is used to infer the model parameters. When we used a five-layer model con-
sisting of crust, upper-mantle, mid-mantle, lower-mantle, and core, the core radius is estimated to be 483±22 km, and the core
density values tend to be sampled around the assumed lower limit of 3600 kg/m3. However, the inferred core radius is signifi-
cantly larger than the magnetic constraint from SELENE data [7] which predicts the upper bound of the core radius to be 400 km.
This discrepancy might be attributed to a possible low velocity layer above the core-mantle boundary which was not included in
the five-layer model. We will discuss the results when such a low velocity layer is taken into account.

[1] Weber et al. (2011), Science, 331, 309-312, doi:10.1126/science.1199375
[2] Garcia et al. (2011), PEPI, doi:10.1016/j.pepi.2011.06.015
[3] Williams et al. (2001), JGR, 106, E11, 27,933-27,968
[4] Khan and Mosegaard (2005), GRL, 32, L22203, doi:10.1029/2005GL023985
[5] Konopliv et al (2013), JGR, 118, doi:10.1002/jgre.20097
[6] Taken from the PDS label of GRAIL Derived Data Products
[7] Simizu et al. (2013), Icarus, 222, doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2012.10.029
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月面での回転観測：可能性と問題点
Observations of lunar rotation on the Moon: possibility and problems.
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The lunar rotation is one of the essential and basic target of selenodetic observations for investigation of the interior of the
Moon as well as those of gravity fields, and high accuracy of the observations have a potential to detect signals related to the
structure of lunar deep interior including the core. We have developed a small telescope like a PZT (Photographic Zenith Tube)
for observations of Lunar rotation with the target accuracy of 1 milli-seconds of arc (1 mas)[1]. Theoretical investigation shows
that observations by the telescope in the polar area of the Moon will open great possibilities for determining the libration in
inclination ρ and node Iσ with the accuracy much better than before, although the determination of the libration in longitude
will not be very well. It also showed that the determination error in the libration angles will not exceed

√
2ε, whereε is the

positioning error of stars and is regarded as 1 milli-seconds of arc [2].

There are several technical problems to be solved in the development of the telescope. Effect of large temperature change
is one of the most serious problem for such a precise observation, and we can loosen thermal condition by about ten times by
introducing a diffraction lens compared with the case not introducing it. It is possible, on the other hand, that the vibrations of the
mercury surface caused by the ground vibrations lead to fluctuations of star positions on CCD as large as 1 second of arc judging
from laboratory experiments. The amplitude of the fluctuations depend on the amplitude of the ground vibrations and the depth
of mercury pool. We can reduce the effect of the vibrations by making the mercury pool shallow down to the minimum depth. In
the case of the mercury pool of 64mm diameter, the depth of 0.5mm is the best according to our experience [3]. It is important
to keep the proper period of the mercury pool away from the period of ground vibrations in order to avoid the resonance. It is
also effective to lengthen the integration time, and it can improve the reliability of the mean value of the center of a star image
by statistical procedure.

We have already made a bread board model (BBM) and we will observe the deflection of the vertical on the ground by using
the BBM for the time being in order to evaluate the characteristics of the total system of the telescope.

References
[1] Hanada, H. et al., Development of a digital zenith telescope for advanced astrometry, Science China, 55, 723?732, 2012.
[2] Petrova, N. and H. Hanada, Computer simulation of observations of stars from the Moon using the polar Zenith Telescope

of the Japanese Project ILOM, Solar Sys. Res., 47, 504-517, 2013.
[3] Tsuruta, S. et al., Stellar imaging experiment using a mercury pool as a ground test of the telescope for In-situ Lunar

Orientation Measurements(ILOM), Proc. 14th Space Science Symposium, 2014.
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The study of the time variations of the geopotential as a result of the rotary-oscillatory processes of the Earth motion is of
a significant natural-sciences and practical interest. Oscillations of the Earth′ s inertia tensor components depend on many
factors, among them the mechanical and physical parameters of the planet, the motions of tide-forming bodies, and the ob-
served large-scale phenomena in nature. Time-dependent variations of these and other factors (regular and irregular oscillations,
stochastic fluctuations, secular variations) affect the Earth rotary-oscillatory processes and the rotational parameters of the planet.
The dynamic processes of the Earth orientation parameters (EOP) in turn have an effect on its figure and lead to the fluctuations
of the gravitation field. Observed variations of the EOP, the variations of the Earth′ s gravitational field and oscillations in the
large-scale geophysical events appear to be in a considerable correlation.

An amplitude-frequency analysis of the rotary-oscillatory Earth motion under the action of gravitational-tidal perturbing
torques from the Sun and the Moon is carried out using the classical mechanics’ methods. The simulation results of the os-
cillatory process in the motion of the Earth pole and the variations of the second zonal harmonic of the geopotential are studied.
Based on the dynamic Euler-Liouville equations expressions for amplitude and phase of the Earth pole oscillations are obtained.
A comparison of the spectral power densities of the time series between the Earth pole coordinates and the variations of the
gepotential is carried out. A functional dependence of the aforementioned component of the geopotential from the amplitude and
phase of the Earth′ s pole oscillatory process is shown.

キーワード: the rotary-oscillatory processes, secular variations, stochastic fluctuations, geopotential
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In report we present our results of the study of lunar physical libration of the Moon on the base of its two and three layers
models. On the base of analytical solution for two layers model (the Moon with liquid core) and empirical theory of the Moon
′ s rotation (Rambaux, Williams, 2011), we have identified period, amplitude, and the initial phase of the forth mode of free
libration of the Moon, caused by liquid ellipsoidal core. Preliminary results of studies of three-layers model of physical librations
of the Moon have been obtained on the base of some simplified approach for the problem of rotation of the Moon with liquid and
rigid cores. The plans for future studies of the Moon rotation are discussed.

The modern view of internal structure of the Moon planet takes into account a complex two- or three-layer model. In our work
the analytical theory of lunar physical libration based on its two-layer model consisting of a non- spherical solid mantle and of
the ellipsoidal liquid core has been developed. The Moon moves on high-accurate perturbed orbit in the gravitational field of
the Earth and other celestial bodies. On the base of two layers model of the Moon we have fulfilled systematic studies of the
Moon physical librations. And in first we have presented a solution of the problem in components of vector of angular velocity
of the Moon. An analytical presentation of LOD of the Moon with high accuracy in form of trigonometric series has here the
progressive value. In first we have determined the fourth mode of free libration of the Moon caused by the influence of the liquid
core oscillations of pole axis of rotation of the Moon (its mantle), with a long period in 205.7 yr, with an amplitude of 0″
0395 and the initial phase of -134⁰ (for the initial epoch 2000.0). This oscillation reflects the so-called phenomenon of free
oscillation of the liquid core. The estimates for the dynamic (meridional) oblatenesses of the ellipsoidal liquid core of the Moon:
0.000442 and 0.000283 have been obtained. These fundamental parameters of geodynamics of the Moon could be determined
only on the base of data of observations. Earlier the attempts to determine the period of free core nutation undertaken. Our results
were obtained by comparing of the developed analytical theory of lunar physical libration with empirical theory libration of the
Moon, constructed on the basis of laser observations in last about 40 years (Rambaux, Williams, 2011).

Preliminary results of studies of three-layers model of physical librations of the Moon have been obtained on the base of some
simplified approach for the problem of rotation of the Moon with liquid and rigid cores. We have analyzed the Cassini′ s motion
of the decoupled solid core and its librations in longitude to compare with the Moon motions. On the base of Getino, Ferrandiz
et al. approach we give estimations of the periods of free librations of this system. We have constructed differential equations
of rotational motion of three layers Moon from positions of the Hamiltonian formalism with application of Andoyer′ s and
Poincare′ s variables. Now we construct analytical theory of rotation of the Moon system consisting from the non-spherical
mantle, ellipsoidal liquid core and solid core.

キーワード: Moon rotation, free libration, liquid core, solid core
Keywords: Moon rotation, free libration, liquid core, solid core
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域が緩和モードの時定数に及ぼす潜在的影響の評価
Viscosity structure dependence of large-scale polar wander rate of the Earth: A potential
impact of a low-viscosity zone
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地球の真の極移動の速度に与えるマントル内部の低粘性層の影響に関しては，それ程には多くないが幾つかの研究が
行なわれている．種々の地球物理学的制約から，地球マントル，特に最上部や最下部において著しく粘性の低い層が存
在する，という可能性が指摘されている．このような極端な粘性の差異は極移動にも或る程度の影響を及ぼす，という
事が上述の先行研究で調べられている．
但し，これらの研究で取り扱われていたのは比較的小規模な極移動である．それらのモデル計算は主として後氷期回

復による質量再分配に伴なう極移動を想定していた．この場合，極移動の典型的な時間スケールは地質学的時間スケー
ルと比べて短く，概ねマントルの粘弾性変形の特徴的時間スケールを反映する．そのような極移動の振幅は大きくても
数度程度であり，線形近似された極運動方程式を適用するのが定石である．その一方，今の所，数十度程度の大規模な
極移動に対する低粘性層の潜在的影響について議論された研究例は無い．
このような地球内部における粘性の不均質性の影響を検討する事は，観測量から導かれた極移動のシナリオ，特にそ

の時間変化の妥当性を定量的に評価する上で重要であると考えられる．実際の地球の太古の極移動は古地磁気を初めと
する地質学的状況証拠から推定されているが，この種の筋書きは上記のようなモデル計算に基づいて初めて物理的に解
釈され得る．そのような変遷が起こり得る力学的条件を考察する事によって，当時の粘性構造を制約する観点において
有益な情報が得られると期待される．こうした議論をする為には前述のような物理的に特殊な層の効果も重視すべきか
もしれない．
そこで本研究では，地球マントル内部における低粘性層の存在が極移動の時間スケールに及ぼす影響について定量的

評価を試みた．特に地球内部の力学的応答を特徴付ける粘弾性ラブ数のモデル計算を実施し，ラブ数に含まれる複数の
緩和モードの強度と時間スケールの粘性構造に対する依存性について調査した．更にそれらの緩和モードの構造依存性
を極移動速度の構造依存性と比較した．尚，数値計算の都合上，緩和モードの算出に際しては地球の層構造を簡略化し，
かつ非圧縮性を仮定した．
本計算においては，極運動方程式を非線形のままで積分可能とする準流体近似を適用した．その根拠は，ここで取り

扱うような大規模な極移動の場合では線形近似を使えないからである．この準流体近似の適用範囲に従い，ここではア
セノスフェアの粘弾性変形の特徴的時間スケールよりも遅い荷重の進化を仮定した．
上述の計算の結果，極移動の時間スケールはほぼ最長期の緩和モードにのみ依存している事が分かった．ここで特筆

すべき点は，この極移動において支配的な緩和モードの強度が粘弾性ラブ数全体に占める比率は，実は余り大きくない
という事である．それは換言すれば，潮汐変形の振幅がより卓越する他のモードは，極移動の時間スケールに対しては
殆んど影響しない事を意味する．これは一見すると奇妙な結果に感じられるかもしれない．
このような依存性を示す理由は，前述した最長期のモードの時間スケールだけが他のモードと比較して桁違いに長い

からである．緩和の時定数が長いモードは，たとえ振幅が小さくても長期的に自転軸を安定化する作用を有する．逆に
振幅が大きくても時定数が短いモードでは速やかに緩和する為，自転の長期的安定性に対する寄与は小さい．
この結果を踏まえるならば，極移動速度の構造依存性も概ね，この最長期のモードの緩和時間の依存性のみ反映してい

ると言える．実際には，たとえマントル内部の低粘性層を含まない内部構造を仮定しても，このモードの影響は依然とし
て支配的である．そして低粘性層が存在する場合，その粘性が低くなると，それに応じてこの最長モードの時間スケー
ルも短くなる．最も短い場合では四割にも満たない．但し粘性が或る値よりも低くなると，このモードの時間スケール
は一定の値に漸近する．この傾向の理由は，この層の粘性が低過ぎる為，充分に長い時間スケールでは実質的に粘弾性
体ではなく流体として振る舞うからである．
以上の計算結果から得られる結論は，一般に地球内部の低粘性層の存在は大規模極移動の時間スケールを短くする事，

そしてその影響は主に最長期の緩和モードの時間スケールの変化に起因する事である．確かに地球の大規模極移動の時
間スケールの内部構造依存性に関しては既に既存の研究でも議論されている．しかし以前の研究ではマントルの粘性構
造が単純化され，その中の低粘性層の影響について検討されていなかった．かつ極移動速度を強く支配している要因も
明確には指摘されていなかった．それに対して今回の研究では，この層の影響を明示的に含む極移動の時間スケールを
見積もり，不均一な粘性構造が大規模極移動に与える影響が無視出来ない事を示した．
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Effects of global geodynamics in a series of astrometry observations of latitude at Poltava
Effects of global geodynamics in a series of astrometry observations of latitude at Poltava
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Diverse geodynamic phenomena observed in the modern era, received a convincing explanation in the framework of the
northern drift of Earth’s core. Model proposed and developed by Yuri Barkin relative to the set of ancient geodynamic processes:
the secular drift of the Earth’s pole, non-tidal acceleration of the Earth’s rotation, secular change of gravity, the evolution of the
earth’s figure, plate tectonics, the formation of specific geological structures, etc.

The North drift of the core generates mass redistribution of the Earth and leads to changes in the gravitational field. Since
astrometry instruments have as a reference axis direction of the local plumb line, then this process should be displayed in the
slow position changes no polar zenith Observatory. It is shown that for locations in the northern hemisphere, the north drift of
the core causes the displacement of local plumb in a southerly direction. Is the picture of long-term changes in the direction
of gravity (NST) in the meridian of Poltava for the period 1962 - 2013 based on long-term observations of latitude prismatic
astrolabe taking into account: 1) high-precision catalogs (HIPPARCOS, ARIHIP, Tycho-2), 2) improved model of the pole
C01 IERS; 3) the theory of the precession-nutation IAU2000; 4) plate tectonics (NUVEL1A-NNR ). The resulting long-period
changes in NST can be represented as the sum of three components: a linear trend with velocity ˜-0.0003″/yr, the nonlinear part
of the trend, consisting of two branches (descending - in 1962 to 1996. And rising - in 1998 and 2010.), which can be regarded
as a fragment of a wave with period T˜50 years and amplitude A˜0.02″; quasi cyclic part with 11 - year period, close to the
main period of index of solar activity period and amplitude<0.01″.

The linear part of the translational displacement means the plumb line to the south of Poltava, which is consistent with the
above Barkin′ s model. The observed velocity of motion of zenith corresponds to moving the center of mass of the Earth in a
northerly direction at the velocity in 1.4 cm/yr. Found that the nonlinear part of the trend and the 11-year cyclicity in the shifts
of plummet quite clearly reproduce the form of low-frequency polar latitude variations at Poltava derived from model C01 (EOP
IERS). Actually observed amplitude of long-period oscillations of latitude caused by pole motion, in 2 times higher than the
calculated amplitude. The non-linear part of the trend is the projection on the Poltava meridian of the Markowitz wave.

It is shown that both low-frequency cycles are negatively correlated with the corresponding components of the index of solar
activity. The most probable mechanism of solar activity influence on the motion of the pole is the North Atlantic Oscillation. An
increase in the amplitude of low-frequency polar displacements of Poltava zenith in astrometric observations requires a special
study. One from possible explanations - the influence of the features of the geological structure in the vicinity of Poltava, which
is located in the center of the so-called rift Poltava site.

キーワード: plate tectonics, secular change of gravity, Markowitz wave
Keywords: plate tectonics, secular change of gravity, Markowitz wave
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Minerals detection on Mars from Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) CRISM data
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Martian mineral detection and mapping can provide important information and constraints on Martian aqueous history, which
can be used to assess the potential habitability of Mars. Degrees of addressing the key question for Martian aqueous alteration are
dictated by the depth and extent of grasping the Martian hydrous mineral. Therefore, it is important to know detailed minerals and
chemical induction of the existence of water on the Martian surface at past or present. In-situ observations of the Martian rovers,
such as Spirit, Opportunity and Curiosity have provided the mineralogical analysis of Martian surface, but restricting in a limited
areas. Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) with
enhanced spectral resolution can provide more information at spatial and time scale. In this paper, CRISM near-infrared spectral
data are used to identify mineral classes and distribution at Martian Gale region, including kaolinite, chlorites, smectite, jarosite,
northupite and salts. The detection of northupite that is indicative of evaporation in Gale region suggests that the Gale region has
experienced the climate change from moist condition with mineral dissolution to dryer climate with water evaporation.

キーワード: Martian minerals, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, CRISM
Keywords: Martian minerals, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, CRISM
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